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Managing and Using Shared Digital Information on a Network

This application is entitled to the benefit of the filing date of United States

provisional application 60/707,992, filed August 12, 2005, the entire contents ofwhich

are incorporated here by reference.

At least a portion of the work described was carried out under Cooperative

Agreement NBCH2030002 from the United States Department ofInterior with funding

provided by the Department of Defense, and the United States has certain rights in this

work.

BACKGROUND
This description relates to managing and using shared digital information on a

network.

Most systems that share digital information on a network use properties of

specific operating systems to control the access ofusers to information stored as files.

Normally, certain parameters can be set to allow access, at one extreme, only to the

user who is setting the parameters or, at the other extreme, to anyone without

restriction.

Some operating systems allow definition of a group ofmembers to whom
access is allowed according to group permissions set by the owner of the stored

information. Typically, a member of the group would log into the network-based

information system by using a group name and a single private password assigned to

the group. The group members are expected to keep the group name and password

private in order not to compromise the information. In such as system, a user of a

MachineA that is remote from a Machine B on which the information is stored cannot

access the information without first logging into Machine B.

Another technique would be for all such potential users and uses to be made

known to a third machine, Machine C, which could then be queried by Machine B to

confirm that users on Machine A are permitted to make use of the information stored

on Machine B.

Because not all users, for example a group of Internet users, of the shared

information may be logged onto a single machine that controls access and use, an

approach is needed for machine independent validation ofusers and groups ofusers
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when, for example, a user on MachineA wants to access, modify, append, delete or

perform other actions on information on Machine B.

SUMMARY
In general, in an aspect, use ofand access to shared information on a network is

managed by validating that a putative persistent identifier asserted to be associated with

a user who is requesting to use information on a network is actually associated with the

user, resolving the persistent identifier to state information about the user and a group

to which the user belongs and that is associated with the identifier, determining whether

the state information for the group contains the identifier associated with the user, and

allowing access and/or use ofthe shared information based on the permissions allowed

for the group.

Implementations may include one or more of the following features. There are

two or more groups ofusers for whom use of the information is authorized. The user

may be a person, a computer program, or a computerized process. The state information

about the group indicates permissions or other uses authorized for members ofthat

group. The group comprises only one authorized user and the identifier of the single

user for that group is contained in the state information for the object. An identifier of a

second group is contained in the state information of the first group and is used to allow

use by a member ofthe second group ofinformation that the first group is authorized to

access. Aggregation in a digital object, ofmultiple inputs submitted by unrelated users

to make assertions about the shared information, is enabled by associating an identifier

with a metadata record that contains an identifier ofeach ofthe multiple inputs, and

identifying the aggregate of the inputs using an identifier, in the state information, that

is computed from an identifier ofthe shared information by addition ofinformation that

allows direct resolution and mapping from the original shared information's identifier

to the identifier for the aggregate collection. The additional information is a set of

characters added to the original object's identifier. The multiple sets correspond to a

given digital object. The sets comprise metadata records. The sets provide commentary

on information submitted by another party. The commentary includes processes that

can be used to process the digital object. The state information is protected by a

security system. The security system includes a public key infrastructure. The security

system includes password protection. Metadata is searched across multiple metadata
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registries; each of the set of registries makes available metadata to at least one registry;

the one registry, using algorithms and/or computational procedures to map search

requests into queries across different metadata schemas and/or controlled vocabularies

used by the other registries in the set ofmultiple registries, the queries being used to

5 progress the search and discovery process. In some examples, the one registry invokes

a distributed search algorithm across the multiple registries. Elements ofthe one

registry are distributed among the set ofmultiple metadata registries.

In general, in an aspect, a unique persistent identifier of a person or group is

received in connection with a request by the person or group to perform an action with

10 respect to a stored record, the unique persistent identifier resolved to state information,

and, the state information is used to determine whether the person or group has

authority to perform the action with respect to the stored record.

Other aspects include other combinations ofthe features and aspects described

above and other features and aspects, described as methods, apparatus, compositions,

15 processes, systems, program products, means for performing functions, and in other

ways.

Other features and advantages will become apparent from the description and

the claims.

20

DESCRIPTION

Figures 1 through 7 are schematic level block diagrams of aspects of registry

systems.

as

As shown in figure 1 , we describe here a way to ensure that the rights of

authorized parties 10 (individuals or other persons or groups ofsuch persons, as well

25 computer processes or running programs acting on behalfofsuch persons or groups of

persons, sometimes called users) to modify, access, append to, delete, or perform other

actions on (we sometimes refer to these actions and others by the general term <W)
information 12 (e.g.

s digital objects 18) that is shared on a network 14, can be

controlled independently of the locations 22 ofthe stored information or ofthe choice

30 ofplatform (e.g., operating system) used to make it available to users. The authority of
a user or even a group of users to work with the shared information is regulated based

on the use ofpersistent machine-independent identifiers 16 that can be validated

3
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quickly and automatically on the network without a need for human involvement. In

addition, the techniques described here enable aggregating and appending information

supplied by individuals who are members of at least one authorized group. The
technique described here need not rely on a single machine to check authorizations.

The persistent identifiers that regulate the use ofthe shared information map 1

7

into state information 18, controlled by, for example, the owner 20 of the information.

We sometimes refer to state information as metadata, metadata records, or metadata

instances. Typically, shared information in the form of digital objects 18 will be held in

repositories 22 and metadata registries 24 will assist users in discovering the digital

information and helping owners 20 and adrninistrators 30 ofsuch information,

including groups 40, 42, to manage permissions 41, 43 using a network based

authentication and authorization mechanism.

The metadata registries 24 (which we sometimes call simply registries) hold

information (which we sometimes call structured metadata records 26) about

collections of information 12 (e.g., digital objects), such as collections contained in a

set ofrepositories maintained by a user or a group. Users ofa metadata registrymay
choose to or be required to register certain digital objects that belong to the collections

with the registry.

The designation ofdigital objects and the repositories holding them is

accomplished through a set ofprocedures that yield a set of identified repositories

whose administrators 30 are authorized to deposit metadata records into a metadata

registry and to maintain those records as an up-to-date reflection ofthe information 12

stored in their repositories. Each repository will, in general, have one or more managers

whom we call repository managers or RepoMgrs31

.

A RepoMgr will usually identify the individuals and groups (the administrators)

that have rights to deposit and edit metadata records in the registry. Those individuals

and groups will be given identifiers 32 and passwords 34 that may be used for

identification and authentication. Authentication will ordinarily be transparent to an

administrator, ifthe administrator has the necessary permissions; otherwise, the

adminstrator will be denied the ability to carry out his requested task.

Many of the interactions with the registry will be carried out by highly

automated administrator processes 36 not directly associated with any user or group.

Those processes will usually have their own identities, for management purposes, but
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they can equally well be assigned to identify the RepoMgr. In either case, the RepoMgr
would bear responsibility for their actions. In general, a RepoMgr has responsibility for

an entire collection ofmetadata records, while the term administrator is normally used

to denote the individual, program or process that has responsibility for a particular

metadata record in the collection. Depending on the role being played, a RepoMgr can

assume the role of administrator in certain cases. Each identified administrator may
also be a member of a group. All rights by an administrator to access and use a

metadata record will be a combination ofthe rights associated with the administrator's

group and, in the case of edits and deletions, the rights associated with the group that

deposited the record

The right to insert can be authorized for specific administrative persons or

groups independently ofother rights. The RepoMgr can define multiple groups 40, 42,

such that, for example, members ofone group 40 can insert but not update or delete

while members ofa second group 42 can insert as well as update and delete. The
update and delete actions will usually only be permitted to be done by members ofthe
group that deposited the metadata record or ofa related group, as described below.

There can also be a special group of administrators (called the registry administration

45) who will have privileges over all records in the registry. This 'super-user'

capability will allow the members of this group, for example, to untangle permission

problems that may arise.

The RepoMgr for each repository may organize its users in groups having

respective specified permissions as needed or into only a single group, if appropriate.

This grouping and permission information is then communicated to the registry

administration and enforced by authentication and authorization mechanisms 48 built

into the registry. Tools can be used to simplify this task for the administrators.

As shown in figure 2, the metadata registries 50, 52 can be arranged to be used

for generalized searching to find information based on attributes such as keywords,

titles or author in addition to being used for rapid resolution of specific identifiers. The
metadata records 64 in such registries can describe attributes 62 ofthe digital objects

stored in the repositories, which are typically external to the registries.

Registry services 66, whether for searching or for rapid resolution, can aid in

the discovery and location ofremote digital objects using search tools. These tools

allow users to query the collection ofmetadata records for identifiers or other
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descriptions or attributes of objects that meet specified criteria. These search tools can

be provided by the metadata registries or by external services that have access to the

registries. The metadata registries may use standard metadata schemas that aid

searching by providing consistent approaches to describing a set of digital objects, e.g.,

5 by having a consistently labeled portion ofthe metadata record describe the creators)

ofthe relevant object. A metadata schema is a way to describe a class ofinformation

(e.g. books) and usually involves a description ofa particular structure and taxonomy
for the schema.

A single digital object can be the subject ofmultiple metadata records. This

10 multiplicity ofrecords may reflect different views on the underlying information, e.g.,

as described by different user communities, or reviews or annotations on the quality of
the object In other cases, they may detail the use of the object in other contexts, such as

by supplying programs or identifiers for programs that can be used to transform or

otherwise process the object in various ways.

15 In many cases, it is desirable to federate multiple metadata registries, such that a

single query is executed against many registries. This federation 70 must take account

ofthe fact that different registries will likely have different ways (metadata schemas) to

describe their information to be useful to the community ofusers for which the registry

was designed.

Building metadata registration systems that provide effective services across

multiple registries, where each registry can contain multiple metadata records for the

same object, more than one registry may contain metadata records for a given object,

and the multiple registries use different metadata schemas, poses challenges.

Multiple metadata records registered in a single registry for the same digital

25 object must be managed at one level as a single entity, e.g., in returning search results

to users, and at other levels must be treated as separate entities, e.g., with respect to

ownership of the metadata record and the ability to edit or delete incorrect records.

Even ifthe records in a single registry use a single metadata schema, they still need to

be aggregated. In practice, a single registry may support multiple metadata schemas.

30 The use ofpersistent identifiers and a rapid resolution system that maps
identifiers into state information about the objects simplifies the coordination and use

ofmultiple registries with multiple metadata schemas.

20

6
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As shown in figure 3, each piece of information (e.g., a digital object 70) that is

registered in the information system has a globally unique persistent identifier 72 that is

registered within an identifier system 74, for example, the Global Handle Registry that

is maintained as part of the Handle System managed by the Corporation for National

Research Initiatives. This identifier 72 can later be resolved through a resolution

service 76 to obtain indirection information 78, such as the location of the repository 80

or other service where the object maybe found. Other current information about the

object, such as which individuals or groups may have access to it 82, may also be kept

in the identifier system.

The information kept in the identifier system for a given object tends to be the

type ofmetadata used to access the object and which requires rapid resolution. The
information kept in more general metadata registries tends to be ofthe type used to

discover the object in the first place. For example, specifications for the Handle System

and its component parts (see, for example, RFCs 3650, 3651, 3652) are incorporated

here by reference. Also incorporated by reference is United States Patent 6,1 35,646 that

was issued on October 24, 2000, to Robert E. Kahn and David K. Ely, which contains

information about globally unique identifiers for digital objects, identifier systems, and

identifier resolution systems, among other things.

The owner (or authorized holder) ofan object will normally arrange to have an

identifier assigned to it, but in some cases a metadata registry or a repository, by prior

arrangement, may serve as the object owner's agent and manage the assignment ofthe

identifier to the object and its registration in the identifier system or other rapid

resolution system.

By a digital object, we mean, for example, the information to be made available

from a given repository; which is the subject of Ihe registration in the registry. Each-

digital object has a unique identifier. By a metadata record, we mean, for example, the

metadata about a given digital object that is submitted to and indexed and stored by the

registry.

Referring to figure 4, in a metadata registry 52, each metadata record 64 is itself

assigned an identifier 84. Assignment and management of these identifiers are the

responsibility of the owners 20 ofthe digital objects 18 and the administrators 98 ofthe

metadata registry. Each set ofmetadata records referencing a given digital object is

aggregated into a super metadata record 100 containing the identifiers 102 of all its
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component records, and that super metadata record is itself assigned an identifier 104.

The relationship among the related metadata records is maintained either directly in the

identifier system 74 or in a data structure (the super metadata record) held within the

metadata registry. In either case, having the identifier for any of the related metadata

records allows a user or a process to find all of the related records. If held in the

identifier system, the first level metadata records can lead directly to the super metadata

record, which contains references to the identifiers for all of the related metadata

records. Ifthe relationship is maintained in a data structure in the metadata registry,

then the identifier for each of the first level metadata records will lead to that structure

or service in that metadata registry.

The authority to administer 108 each metadata record is maintained by the

registry and the registry allowsr organizations 1 10 and other users, some ofwhich will

be structured hierarchically, to administer the records and manage group administration

1 12. Each metadata record is also maintained by the registry together with information

about who owns, controls or administers the record 1 14 and, thus, who can create and

register new metadata records, can edit metadata records, and can delete metadata

records. The information can also designate which other users can aggregate related

information and make it available in a given object's metadata record. Management of

the use ofthe metadata record consistently with these designations can be achieved

through the use ofpersistent identifiers and a rapid resolution mechanism.

As shown in figure 5, in some implementations of a basic control mechanism

for submitting and managing metadata records, each submitter (e.g., a person or a

process) 118 is assigned an individual identifier 120. We sometimes use the word

submitter to refer to a user whose activities relate to the creation, submission, and

management ofmetadata records 122 in the metadata registry 52, to distinguish such a

person from a user who is making use ofthe registry to find and use the digital objects

held in the repositories. The term "user" is a general term in this context, and a

"submitter" is a type ofuser.

Each submission 124 ofone or more metadata records 122 to the metadata

registry 52 contains, among other data items, the identifier 120 for the submitter 118

making the submission and an identifier 126 for a defined group ofwhich the submitter

is a member. In some cases, an additional service, such as an existing authentication

servicel28, holds the submitters' identifiers, and the submission 124 containing the

8
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metadata records also contains authentication data 1 30, e.g., a password, which the

registry uses to obtain the submitter's actual identifier, e.g., a password 132.

Ifthe metadata submission contains the submitter's identifier 120, and the

registry wishes to authenticate that the submitter is who he claims to be, the registry can

authenticate the submitter by the commonly used challenge/response technique using

public key technology. The identifier system can be used to provide, in a trusted

fashion, the Public Key Infrastructure (PKI) used to store and make available the public

key for any submitter designated with an identifier. Other PKI approaches may be used.

The submission may contain other authentication information using alternate

authentication approaches; in this latter case, the registry uses those alternate

approaches to obtain the identifier ofthe submitter with the requisite assurances ofthat

approach to assure that the submitter is who he claims to be to whatever level of

assurance is set by the policies for a given metadata registry.

For group permissions, each submitter is assigned to be part of one or more
groups 140 of submitters. Each group is identified by an identifier 126. Each

submission 124 also contains the identifier 126 for the group under the aegis of which

the submitter is making the submission. The identifier record 129 for each ofthese

groups holds the complete list 142 of the identifiers for submitters who are part ofthat

group. After discovering or otherwise authenticating the identifier for each submitter,

the metadata registry will resolve 144 the group identifier to verify that the user is a

member ofthe group to which the submitter claims to belong.

At this point in processing the metadata record submission, the registry has

identified the submitter, authenticated (or not) the submitter based its identifier

(according to its policies), and, ifrequired, validated that the submitter is or is not a

member ofthe group under whose aegis the submission is being made.

The registry now determines if the submitter, under the aegis ofthe given

group, has the rights to perform the requested actions, as identified 146 in the

submission. Each submission to a metadata registry is a request for an action. The most

common action is the submission of a new metadata record, but other actions are

possible. A given metadata record may have to be edited, for example, because the

initial submission was incorrect or the current state ofthe described digital object has

changed. In some cases, ifan object is no longer available or ifthe owner or authorized

holder of the object no longer wishes it to be discovered, it may be necessary to delete
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(or otherwise make inaccessible) the metadata record. In general, the permissions to

perform these different actions will vary according to individual and group.

The registry performs the validation by resolving 1 52 the identifier 1 50 for the

registry itself, which produces the set ofpermissions 156 each group holds relative to a

set of digital objects. The set ofobjects 154 are referenced by the identifier prefix. The
permissions 156 are shown in Figure 5 as single characters, e.g. "i» for insert and "u»
for update, etc.

When an object that is referenced in the registry is deleted, the registry is

responsible for ensuring that its references continue to make sense. The repository

administrator notifies the registry of such deletions.

All submitter rights and related permissions can be held in the identifier system

74 and thus all rights calculations can be performed using data obtained through

resolution ofidentifiers by the identifier system. The operational requests of

authenticated submitters, e.g., to create a new metadata instance (MI), are granted or

denied after matching the submitter authorization against the requested operation. In

some efficient implementations of this system, all authorization is done at the group

level and not at the level of an individual submitter, where the submitter is part ofa
group and is so authorized by the group. For example, an individual submitter would be
part ofa group consisting of one member. However, other implementations are also

possible, such as one in which an individual submitter can be handled directly if the

system tests for both individual submitters and for group submitters.

There are two basic sets ofpermissions, one relatively complex set associated

with the registry as a whole and one simple type associated with individual Mis. In

some cases, each MI is associated with the group that created it For example, the

registry as a whole could have the following eight separate permissions, each turned on
or off at the level of the group:

Insert a new MI into the registry.

Delete an MI created by the given group.

Update an MI created by the given group.

De-activate an MI created by the given group (i.e. remove it from search

indices, but do not actually delete it).
-

Activate an MI previously de-activated (i.e., put it back in the search indices).

Read Metadata: reserved, but intended to apply to secure records.

10
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Read Index: reserved, as above.

Identifier operations: records the fact that the given group was allocated a given
set of identifier attributes (e.g., Handle System prefixes), and so the group can request
the registry, which is serving as administrator for those prefixes, to insert or edit
identifiers under those prefixes).

The following example illustrates this permissions mechanism.

Consider a hypothetical group ofsubmitters associated with an organization

A.B.C. Assume their identifiers are denoted as A.B.C/groucho, A.B.C/harpo, and

A.B.C/chico. They are grouped into A.B.C/marxbros, which is their group identifier.

That group identifier maybe used to obtain all of the individual identifiers for members
of the group. Permissions, such as the ability to insert a new MI into a given metadata

registry are accessed using the group identifier. In the case of an insertion, this involves

associating each relevant group with the identifier record 1 50 for the registry and

recording which permissions apply to each group with respect to the registry.

Because listing every group directly under the single identifier for a registry will

not scale for very large registries, a further level of indirection may be used. In that

case, each registry maps to multiple identifiers, each ofwhich is used to reference a set

ofgroup permission records. The relevant metadata record for a given group identifier

is discovered by resolving the group identifier. So ifA.B.C/marxbros has permission to

insert information, but not permission to delete information, then each ofGroucho,

Harpo, and Chico can insert a new metadata record into the given registry but could

never delete it. If a new individual, e.g., zeppo, was added to the group then

A.B.C/zeppo would be added to A.B.C/marxbros and zeppo would also be able to

insert but would not be able to delete, and so on.

Extending our example, groucho believes a given insertion, (e.g. the metadata

record identified as 100.1 000. 1/asdfg) to be ahoax and attempts to delete the record.

This returns an error message, because even though groucho is validated as a member
ofthe group that created the record, that group itselfdoes not have delete permissions

on the registry.

Ifthe record was created by A.B.C/marxbros and A.B.C/marxbros does not

have delete permission, how can the metadata record corresponding to

100.1000.1/asdfg ever be deleted? As shown in figure 4, the answer is that groups can

be nested, so that a group 172 can be a member of another group 170. This can be done
at the individual organization level 1 10, and it can also be done across all organizations

11
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to create a super group 176 for a given registry. Thus, one can enforce a rule stating

that only members ofthe group that inserted a given metadata record can remove or

edit that record, while still grouping submitters into different permission categories.

In our example, suppose a second group, identified as A.B.CAibrarians,initially consists

5 of a single member, A.B.C/Marian, will have delete permission, and is added as a

member ofA.B.C/marxbros. Marian can now successfully submit a delete request for

100.1 000. 1/asdfg as a member ofA.B.C/librarians, because the system would

Authenticate Marian as A.B.C/Marian; determine that Marian is part of

A.B.C/librarians, as she claims; determine that the group that created 100.1 000. 1/asdfg

10 is A.B.C/marxbros; determine that A.B.C/librarians is part ofA.B.C/marxbros (in some

cases this could be nested down several layers), and determine that A.B.C/librarians has

delete rights. While this mechanism could be used to create an unlimited hierarchical

set ofpermissions, it will generally be restricted to two levels.

A given organization can thus divide its administrators into two or more groups,

15 with some members having oversight privileges over other members' submitting and

editing data.

The same mechanism is used to determine who can append information to a

digital object. An individual maybe designated as having permission to append

information, even ifhe cannot delete or modify the object or other parts of the metadata

20 record. Normally, such an individual would have the ability to access the object, and it

is possible to allow such individual to append information even though he cannot

access the object. This might be useful for administrators who maintain the permissions

system, but who are themselves not permitted to access the information.

Similarly, the same mechanism is used to determine who can aggregate

25 information for inclusion in a metadata record. If, for example, several individuals

append information that is deemed to have common attributes by a party with

permission to aggregate, that party may modify the metadata record to remove

individual appendages and reappend them as a collection of appendages. This may be

useful, for example, in categorizing types of appendages, or for consolidating proposed

30 edits of a given document by a group of collaborators or reviewers.

As shown in figures 6 and 7, multiple metadata registries 200, 202 can be

federated by permitting creation of federation level metadata 204, 206 specifically for

formation of registries of registries 208 (as in a hierarchy of registries) or in the
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construction and execution ofa class ofdistributed query mechanisms that can be used

efficiently with multiple registries without the need to form registries ofregistries. We
do not here describe how to enable cross-schema indexing or cross-domain searching.

Instead, an infrastructure approach is described that can accommodate multiple

solutions including those mentioned above.

Figure 6 illustrates the approach to aggregating data from the multiple metadata

registries 200, 202 into a single registry of registries 208. A single federation of

registries is illustrated, but the same approach can be applied to federating multiple

registries ofregistries such that each registry ofregistries could itselfbe considered a

single registry; and a new registry ofsuch registries could further federate them,

resulting in an even larger federation. Each registry (as mentioned earlier) and each

registry of registries is identified by a persistent identifier 210. The registry of registries

enables queries or provides other services 212 across multiple registries as though they

constituted a single registry. Each registry of registries holds the relevant data 220 from

the individual registries that enable these federated services.

The specifics ofthat federation data depends on the domain in which the

registries operate, the services being offered, and the specific metadata schemas being

used for describing the registered content. In some examples, the registry of registries

could contain, the information about which of its constituent metadata registries use

which metadata schemas 222 and provides a set oftranslation facilities 224 between

schemas, allowing it to take a single query and map it across the multiple registries.

This translation facility could use keyword substitution, ontologies, or olher semantic

mapping strategies. Other federation data aggregated at a registry of registries could

include access control policies 226, subject level coverage, and perhaps even technical

details ofhow to prepare efficient queries.

Some federation data collected at a given registry ofregistries will apply to the

constituent metadata registries individually, e.g., registryX has one set of access

policies and registryY has another. That is, the data applies to the metadata registry as

a whole and does not vary across the individual metadata records contained in the

registry. Other federation data, collected by a registry of registries, however, will apply

at the individual repository or metadata record level. For example, a community of

registries could agree to allow its constituent metadata registries to use multiple

metadata schemas, where each registry uses the schema specific to its users, but also

13
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agrees upon a schema that applies across the entire set ofmetadata registries. The

schema used across all registrations in all of the registries in a given collection of

registries would be more general, for example, in subject description terms, than the

individual registry level schema, and could be used to determine which individual

5 registries were worth querying at a more detailed level. This would require that each

metadata record submitted to each of the registries within a given registry of registries

community would be submitted with metadata created according to two different

schemas. The first detailed set ofmetadata formed according to the specific schema

would be kept at each individual registry for use in queries directed at that registry

10 while the second set ofmetadata formed according to the more general schema would

be forwarded on to the registry of registries. A query executed against that second and

more general set of data would show which registries contained records worth

searching in a more detailed fashion.

Figure 7 illustrates a submission 230 ofmetadata records 232 containing

15 multiple levels, including record level metadata 234, registry level metadata 236, and

registry of registries level metadata 238.

Registries can be arbitrarily grouped across common sets of characteristics,

such as their service interfaces, taxonomies, metadata schemas, and data collections.

Each such group may define its own criteria and characteristics and interfaces. Each

20 individual group is queried through a higher level registry, known as an Aggregator,

which interacts with one or more of the registries in each group and acquires the

characteristics of that group and generates a response that is consistent with the

interface characteristics of that group.

The identifier maps to values that identify the characteristics of the groups and

25 the services of the individual registries. From these values, a deterministic map may be

created between the groups and the characteristics ofthe groups. For example, an

Aggregator talking to two registries in one group, but each with different schemas and

taxonomies (e.g. one schema is Dublin Core and the other is based on MARC records)

would extract a predefined path through the use ofthe identifiers to actually do the

30 conversions. The method is completely general and the result is thus deterministically

derived from the predefined information.

The Aggregator service is able to bridge the heterogeneity of the various

registries in the different groups by resolving each of the group identifiers into their

14
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respective characteristics. From these identified characteristics, the Aggregator can

deterministically compute effective queries, and related data conversions by mapping

the identifiers of the group characteristics to that of the individual registries in order to

generate a consistent compound result.

Objects and the metadata associated with them can be represented in a way that

enables unrelated parties to make assertions about a particular object previously

registered by its owner or responsible party. The registry provides an.abstract digital

object representation mechanism. This abstract representation is also expressed as a

digital object. The representation groups a set ofmetadata instance assertions about the

digital object. Therefore, each set ofmetadata records referencing the same digital

object is aggregated into a super metadata record consisting ofthe identifiers of all its

component records, and that super metadata record is itself assigned an identifier. The

relationship among the related metadata records is maintained either directly in the

identifier system or in a data structure held within the metadata registry. In either case,

having the identifier for any of the related metadata records allows a process or other

user to find all of the related records. Ifheld in the identifier system, the first level

metadata records can lead directly to the super metadata record, which contains

references to the identifiers for all ofthe related metadata records. If the relationship is

maintained in a data structure in the metadata registry, then the identifier for each of the

first level metadata records will lead to that structure or service in that metadata

registry.

The registry is able to perform authenticated actions over the object

representation and the metadata instances in a distributed independent fashion. This

method enables identifiers for metadata instances to be delegated to and maintained by

the registry which is responsible for user authentication. The method allows users to

operate over their particular metadata instances, and the future aggregation of these

instances across multiple systems by means of the expressed object metadata instance

relationship.

Other embodiments are within the scope of the following claims.
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WHAT IS CLAIMED IS:

1 . A method to manage access to and use of shared information on a

network comprising

validating that a putative persistent identifier asserted to be associated with a

5 user who is requesting to use information on a network is actually associated with the

user,

resolving the persistent identifier to state information about the user and a group

to which the user belongs and that is associated with the identifier,

determining whether the state information for the group contains the identifier

10 associated with the user and

allowing access and/or use of the shared information based on the permissions

allowed for the group.

2. The method of claim 1 in which there are two or more groups ofusers

for whom use of the information is authorized.

15 3. The method of claim 1 in which the user may be comprise a person,

computer program or computerized process.

4. The method of claim 1 in which the state information about the group

indicates permissions and other uses authorized for members of that group.

5. The method of claim 1, 2, 3, or 4 in which the group comprises only one

20 authorized user and the identifier of the single user for that group is contained in the

state information for the object.

6. The method of claim 1 in which an identifier of a second group is

contained in the state information of the first group and is used to allow use by a

member ofthe second group to information that the first group is authorized to access.

25 7. The method of claim 1 also comprising

enabling aggregation in a digital object, ofmultiple inputs submitted by

unrelated users to make assertions about the shared information, by

associating an identifier with a metadata record that contains an identifier of

each ofthe multiple inputs, and

30 identifying the aggregate of the inputs using an identifier, in the state

information, that is computed from an identifier of the shared information by addition
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ofinformation that allows direct resolution and mapping from the original shared

information's identifier to the identifier for the aggregate collection.

8. The method of claim 7 in which the additional information is a set of

characters added to the original object's identifier.

5 9. The method of claim 7 in which the multiple sets all correspond to a

given digital object.

1 0. The method of claim 7 in which the sets comprise metadata records.

1 1 . The method of claim 7 in which the sets provide commentary on

information submitted by another party.

10 12. The method of claim 11 in which the commentary includes processes

that can be used to process the digital object.

1 3. The method of claim 1 or 7 in which the state information is protected

by a security system.

1 4. The method of claim 1 3 in which the security system comprises a public

1 5 key infrastructure.

1 5. The method of claim 1 3 in which the security system comprises

password protection.

16. The method of claim 1 or 7 comprising

searching metadata across multiple metadata registries, each of the set of

20 registries making available metadata to at least one aggregator,

the aggregator using algorithms and/or computational procedures to map search

requests into queries across different metadata schemas and/or controlled vocabularies

used by the. other registries in the set ofmultiple registries, and

the queries being used to progress the search and discovery.

25 17. The method of claim 16 in which the aggregator invokes a distributed

search algorithm across the multiple registries,

1 8 . The method of claim 1 6 or 1 7 in which elements of the aggregator are

distributed among the set ofmultiple metadata registries.

19. The method ofClaim 1 comprising the identifying of registries and

30 groups of registries so as to enable access to their defined respective service interfaces,

taxonomies, metadata schemas, and data collections.

20. The method of Claim 19 in which the identifiers are resolved to obtain

their respective characteristics and attributes and the attributes are then combined
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deterministically into a unique path that can be uniquely resolved into the appropriate

conversion utility.
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